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one of our goals with the latest release of sketchup pro was to make a powerful, performant drawing tool that used very little computer resources. for this reason, we intentionally reduced the load on the model data. the 1.0 release introduced tiff support for sketchup. tiff is a very mature, low-level,
open file format that was originally designed for printing. in order to achieve the performance with this format, we shaved off a few bits of the data and avoided printing support. we believe this is not a big deal for most users, because sketchup pro doesn't have a dedicated drawing workspace or

painting tool. when you design in sketchup pro 2016, nothing happens until you move your mouse to a location on your viewport. there is no user interface for adding or subtracting layers or clipping geometry to a scene. there is only one main sketchup window, and you simply sketch in the model,
which affects all of sketchup. with every change to the system, sketchup must also be updated. even more, sketchup needs to be re-released with the latest sketchup for free. after all, sketchup pro 2020 includes both sketchup pro and sketchup free, so every release or update of sketchup also needs to

be released as sketchup for free. google has changed the way 3d files are packaged. an important change for sketchup pro 2020 is to change the configuration required to unpackage and open newer.skp files. this change is not backwards compatible. sketchup layout's and the free cad lines can be
used to make very precise cuts by using the scissor, cut, or extrude tool to cut along a specific path. it is the same way it works with standard cad and paper design.
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when you export a sketchup project to layout, we use the version of the sketchup project that we are exporting from. over time, we have been making changes to sketchup to improve performance and fix bugs. if you export from a version of sketchup older than 'latest' (which is sketchup 2016), you will
probably encounter one or more of these issues. if you have a project that you wish to export to layout, it may have been created in a version of sketchup earlier than 2016. it is not possible to import projects created in previous versions of sketchup into layout. if you need to work with older projects,
we recommend that you import them into layout from a newer version of sketchup. in earlier versions of sketchup, you had the option to export the project in one of two modes: 'keep all' or 'keep selected'. with the release of sketchup 2016, we changed the behavior to export the entire project. this

means that if you have a project with multiple layers, you will no longer be able to export 'keep selected' and then open the layers in layout individually. to use 'keep selected', you will need to export the layers to separate sketchup files and then import them into layout one at a time. in sketchup 2016,
we introduced an option to hide the 'visibility' field when you create a new layer. if you hide 'visibility' while you are creating a new layer, you will find that the hidden layers do not appear in layout. to get around this, you will need to un-hide the visibility field. after that, you can import the new layer

into layout. in sketchup 2016, we introduced a new feature that allows you to apply a custom transformation to a model. when you apply a custom transformation to a model, you are performing a 'quick fix'. if you select a model and then open the 'quick fix' panel, you will find that the model has
redrawn, but not all the parts of the model have been repainted with the new transformation. 5ec8ef588b
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